
Aristotle’s criticism of Plato

What, exactly, are Aristotle’s arguments in these passages?
Are they good arguments? Is Aristotle fair to Plato?

(1) “I am talking about the assumption that it is best for
a city-state to be as far as possible all one unit; for that
is the assumption Socrates adopts. And yet it is evident
that the more of a unity a city-state becomes, the less of
a city-state it will be. For a city-state naturally consists of
a certain multitude; and as it becomes more of a unity, it
will turn from a city-state into a household, and from a
household into a human being. For we would surely say
that a household is more of a unity than a city-state and an
individual human being than a household. Hence, even if
someone could achieve this, it should not be done, since
it will destroy the city-state [...]. For a household is more
self-sufficient than a single person, and a city-state than a
household; and a city-state tends to come about as soon
as a community’s population is large enough to be fully
self-sufficient. So, since what is more self-sufficient is more
choice-worthy, what is less a unity is more choice-worthy
than what is more so.” (Politics II.2).

(2) “What is held in common by the largest number of peo-
ple receives the least care. For people give most attention
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to their own property, less to what is communal, or only
as much as falls to them to give. For apart from anything
else, the thought that someone else is attending to it makes
them neglect it the more (just as a large number of house-
hold servants sometimes give worse service than a few).
Each of the citizens acquires a thousand sons, but they do
not belong to him as an individual: any of them is equally
the son of any citizen, and so will be equally neglected by
them all” (Politics II.3).

(3) “If the land is worked by others, the constitution is
different and easier. But if the citizens do the work for
themselves, property arrangements will give rise to a lot of
discontent. For if the citizens happen to be unequal rather
than equal in the work they do and the profits they enjoy,
accusations will inevitably be made against those who en-
joy or take a lot but do little work by those who take less
but do more. It is generally difficult to live together and to
share in any human enterprise, particularly in enterprises
such as these. Travellers away from home who share a
journey together show this clearly. For most of them start
quarrelling because they annoy one another over hum-
drum matters and little things. Moreover, we get especially
irritated with those servants we employ most regularly for
everyday services” (Politics II.5).

Note: these are not all of the arguments that Aristotle de-
ploys against Plato’s views. It is worth reading the relevant
sections of the Politics to see Aristotle’s other criticisms.


